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Compulsory REVISION comments

1. Add some justification about varieties in introduction. Why you have chosen
then as one factor.
2. Add values of SEm in Table 4.
3. Reframe Table 4 as per journals guidelines.
4. Most of references are written wrong. Re-correct them as per journals
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5. Below every table you have written V1: Rudra IID but in materials and
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6. Add varieties word in Title section.
7. There is a sentence mistake at many places. Re-correct it.
8. Give level of increment/decrement at some places on results and discussion.
9. Give heading of Conclusion
10. Rewrite conclusion as you could not say about combination of both factors
as you have given only main effects of varieties and fertilizer levels in tables.
11. Recheck references and correct them as per suggestions.
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1. Re-correct minor suggestions given in main articles.
2. Recheck spelling and spacing at some places.
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